**Plain Text:**

**GENERAL NOTES:**


Conduits shall not be placed in exterior barriers of interstate highway systems bridges.

Structural steel shall conform to ASTM A36.

All bolts shall conform to ASTM A325. Threaded inserts shall be locking type (U.N.C. thread).

All nuts and washers shall be galvanized in accordance with ASTM A572. All other steel shall be galvanized after fabrication in accordance with ASTM A123.

Dimensions shall not be scaled from drawings.

Item No. 7320475 TYPE I JUNCTION BOX Measures Each

Item No. 7320476 TYPE II JUNCTION BOX Measures Each

**JUNCTION BOX DETAIL**

**NOTE:**

Conduit placement in bridge barriers requires submittal by Bridge Group.

Junction Box is shown for 32" nominal F-Shape barrier and other concrete bridge parapets.

**NEOPRENE GASKET**

6-5/8" x 5/8" holes to match holes in cover plate.

3/8" thick gasket

3/8" radius (Typ.)
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